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Abstract—It has been established that shunt active
power filters are suitable for compensating harmonics in the
current fed type harmonic producing loads, likewise the
series active power filter (APF) are considered to be suitable
for voltage fed type harmonics-producing load. This paper
discusses the indirect current control approach in terms of
its simplicity and effectiveness for the operation of a series
APF. The simulated results show that a relatively low power
series APF, with the indirect current control effectively
compensates harmonics for the voltage fed type harmonics-
producing load. It is also investigated that series active filter
is able to self support its DC bus through the control under
varying load connected to rectifier.

Keywords—Active Filters, Harmonic Compensation,
Harmonic Isolation/Suppression, Voltage fed Nonlinear
Loads, Voltage Source Inverter (VSI).

I. INTRODUCTION

Solid state converters, variable frequency drives,
sensing equipment, microprocessor controls, robotics, fax
machines, computers, UPS and laser printers etc.,
generate harmonics in current and voltage waveforms.
These equipments are also sensitive to harmonic
distortion and malfunction quite often. Conventionally, a
tuned passive LC power filters has been used to attenuate
the harmonics present in power lines, but their installation
are virtually impossible to upgrade, and their application
may also excite parallel resonance with line impedance
[1,2]. Thus, they can not provide a complete solution for
harmonic elimination.
The shunt active filters are controlled as a current source
to feed a compensating current to nonlinear load, so that it
cancels current harmonics of the nonlinear loads [3,4]. On
the contrary the series active filter presents high
impedance to harmonic current, thus acting as a voltage
source to block harmonic current flow [5]. Thus, the shunt
APF can be used to compensate for the current fed type
harmonic-producing load, normally converters feeding the
inductive load, but generally not used for the voltage fed
type harmonics- producing load, normally converters
feeding the capacitive load [3], where the compensation is
not as effective as in inductive load. Now-a-days, lots of
appliances such as switch mode power supplies, UPSs,
static converters as well as electronic ballasts, variable
frequency AC motor drive, etc., have a large filter
capacitor on the dc side of rectifier circuit, and are very
common in power system. These are classified under the
category of voltage fed type harmonics-producing loads
[3,5]. The harmonics generated by a voltage fed type
harmonics-producing load can be effectively suppressed

or compensated by a series active power filter [3,6], since
it acts as a voltage source to block the harmonic current
flow. The compensation effects are strongly affected by
the control approach for determination of reference
quantity. The control approach based on detecting source
current with voltage control [4,6,7], is dependent on the
control gain, which is the ratio of the compensating
harmonic voltage generated by the series APF to the
harmonic current flowing through it. The choice of a
suitable gain to ensure a good compensation is a tedious
and difficult task while keeping the system stable [4,6-8]
for different load and source conditions. However gain
selected (AT) decides the depth of modulation for PWM
generation. Any change in K due to uncertain load
condition would either drive the VSI (voltage source
inverter used in APF) in over modulation range, or rating
of the active filter would have to be increased if optimum
depth of modulation is not selected. Moreover,
implementation would become difficult for fixed point
processors as the scaling factor has to be changed
accordingly. The scheme suggested by detection of load
side voltage operates in open loop, therefore inherit all the
defects of open loop control. Moreover this, scheme
cannot suppress current harmonics from source side [4,6].
The hybrid control approach which detects both load side
voltage and source current [4,6,8] is quite suitable under
steady state conditions as it inherits the merits of both the
above schemes. But for varying load conditions the
detection and sensing of load side voltage harmonics
becomes a critical issue and increases the cost of the
system. Moreover the complexity of this control scheme
will be tremendously increased, as K needs to be changed
for partial isolation of source side harmonics, and due to
use of large number of sensors the scheme will be less
cost effective.

The investigation in this paper concentrates on the
control approach for the three-phase series APF based on
source current detection with indirect current control. The
control approach is based on estimation of fundamental
current component in the source current and switches the
series APF to generate a harmonic voltage in series to
cancel with the load harmonic voltage by forcing the
source current to follow the fundamental component only,
thus reduces the harmonic current flowing into AC mains.
The control approach has the advantages of simplicity of
the control besides reduction in harmonic current and
voltage component. The load considered for the present
study is three-phase full-bridge diode rectifier, which has
a large dc filter capacitor on its dc side, as the harmonic
producing load. The simulation results show that
performance of the series active power filter is improved
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significantly, when the source current detection based
current control approach is adopted to compensate current
harmonics for the voltage fed type harmonics producing
load. The scheme is particularly suitable for compensation
of harmonics injected in the line from both source and
load side. For critical loads where harmonics from source
side are not desired, a harmonic isolation from source side
becomes a necessity. In addition, the study also validates
the effectiveness of the aforesaid control under varying
load conditions.

II. SYSTEM CONFIGURATION

Fig 1 shows the block diagram of the series active
filter system, which consists of voltage source inverter
(VSI) with coupling transformer. The series active filter
acts as a harmonic isolator between the supply and the
load. It is controlled as a current controlled harmonic
voltage source, to offer low impedance at fundamental
frequency and supplies the harmonic requirement of the
load at all desired harmonic frequencies, contrary to the
conventional shunt active filters, which are controlled as a
current source [2,9,10]. The harmonic isolation also
reduces the need for protection of voltage fed type
harmonic producing loads even under non-ideal mains
condition since it injects a series harmonic voltage source
into the supply line. However, this configuration is
susceptible to danger under short circuit condition in
utility line and thus requires an adequate protection [11].
The insertion of this topology in the line is a difficult
process as it is being inserted in series. Therefore a
sequence is adopted for starting and removal of the series
filter from the mains. A series filter can also be installed
at the point of common coupling (PCC) for multiple
diverse types of voltage fed type harmonic producing
loads.

III. PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION

Fig. 2 shows the single-phase equivalent circuit of
series active filter (SAF). Fig. 3a and Fig. 3b show the
equivalent circuits of the SAF at fundamental frequency
(fi) and at harmonic frequencies (fh), respectively. At the
fundamental frequency, SAF allows isl to flow through it.
The SAF requires small part of active power, which is
created through small voltage at fundamental frequency
across coupling transformer to maintain the DC bus. The
small drop so created acts as small additional resistive
load. At fundamental frequency SAF provides no
compensation. At harmonic frequency fh, the SAF acts as
series harmonic compensator, canceling the effect of
equivalent harmonic voltage source and meeting out the
harmonic requirement of the load. In a nut shell the
harmonic source injected in the lines is in phase with the
source harmonic current. Thus, it acts as a high valued
resistor for the harmonic current from supply side and as
a voltage harmonic source for harmonic component of
load current, completely catering to the need of harmonic
current required / produced by the load. This prevents
any flow of harmonic current towards source side. The

3 Phase VSI

Fig. 1. System Configuration of Series Active Power Filter.

Fig. 2 Single phase equivalent circuit of a Series Active Filter

Fig. 3a. Single phase equivalent circuit of SAF at fundamental
frequency

Fig. 3b. Single phase equivalent circuit of SAF at harmonic
frequencies

voltage across the filter at frequency fh is ideally:

Vch= <Vai-{Vsf,-ZslM) (1.)

Practically, the series filter is controlled to present no
impedance at fundamental frequency and a "K (Q)"
resistance between source and load at harmonic frequency
[2]. Harmonics in the source current exist due to virtual
harmonic source V& due to harmonics injected by other
harmonic producing loads on the same line and 14, the
load side harmonic voltage due to rectifier load under
study connected to some critical application. Using
superposition theorem the effect of both can be combined
in Fig. 3b, the source hannonic current is given by:

For K to be very large than Z,/,, the source current
becomes near sinusoidal (u ~ 0). The second term of the
eqn (2) indicates the operation of SAF acting as a
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harmonic source, compensating for the voltage fed type
harmonic producing loads, and, first term reflects the
capability of series filter to acts as a blocking resistance
to harmonic current from source side to flow into the
load. Hence the desired output voltage of the series active
filter is given as:

Vcn* = Ku (3)

Where, K is selected large for good compensation of load
side harmonics and provide harmonic isolation of load
from source. Hysteresis current controllers produce very
high gain and therefore are natural choice for this current
control scheme.
The voltage at PCC can also be obtained by using
superposition theorem as:

(4)
K+Zrf

For large value of K, the second term gets dropped in
comparison to first term. Hence the harmonics at PCC
will similar to that of source side.

IV. PRINCIPLE OF INDIRECT CURRENT
CONTROL APPROACH

The main objective is to control the series active filter
in such a way, to present zero impedance for the
fundamental frequency and produce a voltage source
equivalent to a high impedance at harmonic frequencies in
the line meeting the harmonic requirements of the load.
This decouples the supply and load at harmonic
frequencies. In order to find the reference voltage source
W-t ) produced by the series active filter, fundamental
component of the source current (itl) is to be evaluated.
The series active filter is controlled in such a way that the
current flowing in the line is shaped to have only
fundamental frequency component, by switching the VSI.
A hysteresis current controller is used to switch the top
and bottom devices of the VSI of the active filter.

The present study utilizes the SRF Theory for the
extraction of harmonic component of the source current
and maintaining the average DC bus voltage of series
active filter constant. The control scheme is depicted in
Fig. 4.

Fig. 4. Control Scheme for operation of SAF

The SRF isolator extracts the fundamental component
of the source current by transformation of isa, iS(, and isc to

d-q reference frame. In the synchronously rotating
reference frame, the components at fundamental
frequency (coj), are transformed to DC quantities and all
harmonic components undergo a frequency shift of
a>,(=50Hz). Following are basic equations for these
transformations.

1 _I
1 2H- (I 1 — —

isq

cos(coit)

sin(coit)

0 _-IX Z±
2 2 .

-sin(coif)

cos(cort) isfi

(5)

(6)

SRF isolator extracts the DC component by low pass
filters (LPF) for each isJ and iscl,. realized by moving
averager at lOOHz. The extracted DC components isciCD
and isdcQ are transformed back into a-b-c coordinates to
obtain the fundamental components of source currents as
shown below:

f cos(coit) sin(coit)

|—sin(coit) cos(coit)

Is la

Lib

Lie
4

0
Is i a

Li/}

(7)

(8)

2 2
A PI controller is used to maintain the DC bus

voltage of SAF to its reference value and compensates for
the inverter losses. The DC bus controller provides the
real power transfer required to regulate DC bus voltage
and for compensation of inverter losses. The measured
DC bus voltage used as feedback requires filtering to
attenuate AC components even if big capacitor is used for
DC side. The filtering of DC voltage also ensures that
power transfer between the DC bus of the inverter and
supply takes place only at fundamental frequency and not
as a result of harmonic frequency. The required filtering
of DC bus voltage is dependent on the value of the
capacitor, which in turn is sized according to the voltage
ripple specifications [1,2,12,13]. The output of the PI
controller is represented as K/. Thus the reference source
control maintained by of series active filter is given by:

(9)

The hysteresis current controller offer infinite gain [3]
ideally, but for practical purpose it is assumed to be quite
high. The controlled compensation voltage is equal in
amplitude but opposite in phase with the load harmonic
voltage and the source harmonic voltages, thereby
canceling each other out.

1 ~L,a*~

Lib*

Lie*

=

Is la

Lib

Lie

+ K,

Is la

Lib
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Fig.5 Main block of Series Active Filter system under MATLAB SIMULINK

V. MATLAB BASED SIMULATION

The power source, rectifier load and series active filter
are modeled in MATLAB using Power System
Blockset. Fig. 5 describes the main block where load is
represented as a 3-phase diode rectifier with smoothing
capacitor 200uF, and load resistance of 10£2 and 20£l
The active filter is modeled as depicted in the Fig. 6.

Lr

Fie. 6 Active Filter used in SAF

f
sm dq - > LPF »
cos i—•

ab_dq Lov»Pass pH
-, EUlat—I

r*\™ 1
ab_dql

Sin_Cos
Generator

Fig. 7 Fundamental component extraction by SRF theory

The 3-phase VSI with DC link capacitor with a bleeder
resistance across it, uses MOSFETs as switches. Fig. 6
also depicts a ripple filter to crunch current ripples
generated by the VSI. In the HYS controller block, a
frequency limiter is realized by controlling the clock of
flipflops when the switching signal passes through
them. This prevents the switching frequency to enter
limit cycles. Till the time the SAF is not in service the
bottom switches of VSI are switched ON (null state) to
provide short circuit across secondary winding of
coupling transformer. Under such condition the load
current is only subjected to self-impedance of primary
coil of coupling transformer. The VSI block in Fig. 6,
besides having 3-phase bridge, a DC bus voltage
sensing block is also placed, whose output is sent
through global tag, into LPF (low pass filter) block in
Fig. 7 to incorporate correction in fundamental
component of source current to self support DC bus.
The size of the inductor is determined on the basis of
required bandwidth of desired compensation. The
coupling transformers shown in Fig. 5 have the ratio 1:1.
The DC bus capacitor is selected as 200uF, and the DC
bus voltage is selected to be 200V. The input phase
voltage is 230V. Fig. 7 depicts the fundamental
component extraction by SRF theory. The LPF block
contains a set for LPF for d and q components of
current including the current component corresponding
to the output of PI controller regulating the DC bus
voltage. The LPF is realized by moving averager at
lOOHz. The control scheme is run under MATLAB
SIMULINK environment.

VI. PERFORMANCE OF THE PROPOSED FILTER
SYSTEM

Fig. 8 shows the dynamic performance of the proposed
SAF system when it is started by insertion into line at
t=0.04s and then the rectifier load is increased suddenly
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Fig. 8 Dynamic response of SAF : SAF started at t=0.04s and load is changed at t=0.12 s and at t=0.24s.
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Fig. 9 Harmonic spectrum of light load current and source current
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Fig. 10 Harmonic spectrum of voltage at PCC at light load

at t=0.12s and reduced at 0.24s. Under varying load the
desired response of the system is observed to be reasonably
fast. Results depicted in Fig.8 show that supply currents
settle to steady state values in less than half cycle after the
change of the load, illustrating the fast dynamic response of
the SAF system. The harmonics of load are within IEEE-
519 standard [14]. The source current follows the sinusoidal
command with THD less than 4.9% at light load and 1.6%
at heavy load. Through injected voltage generated by the
VSI, the SAF is able to compensate for most of the
harmonic currents of the load and is able to reduce voltage
harmonics on the source side, i.e., PCC to 0.92%. From
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Fig. 12 Harmonic spectrum of voltage at PCC at heavy load

Fig. 8 it can also be seen that the SAF is able to maintain its
self supported DC bus using the proposed control scheme.
Fig. 9 and Fig. 11 show the harmonic spectrum of load
current, with and without SAF at light load and heavy load
conditions. Fig. 10 and Fig. 12 show the harmonic spectrum
of the ac voltage at PCC with without SAF for light and
heavy load respectively. Table I shows %THD, and rms
values of ac side load and supply currents with and without
SAF. It can be seen from Fig. 9, Fig. 10 and Table I that the
SAF is able to contain the THD of supply current within
4.9% at light load and 1.6% at heavy load and THD of ac
voltage at PCC below 1.6%. Thus with application of SAF
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TABLEI
PERCENTAGE THD AND RMS VALUE OF LOAD CURRENT AND

SOURCE CURRENT, AND VOLTAGE AT PCC WITH AND WITHOUT
SAF
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the harmonic in the current and in voltage at PCC are

reduced significantly.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

The observed performance of the SAF has
demonstrated the ability of the proposed control
technique to compensate the current harmonics and
reduce harmonic distortion at PCC, when it acts as a
front-end to voltage fed type nonlinear loads. It has
been observed that the system has a fast dynamic
response with the proposed control scheme and is able
to keep the THD of the source current within the limits
of IEEE 519 standard. It is therefore recommended that
indirect current control scheme is suitable for varying
load conditions. The scheme has the advantage of
simplicity and is able to provide self-supported DC bus
of the AF through power transfer from AC line at
fundamental frequency. The effectiveness of the
proposed SAF to provide harmonic compensation has
also been observed with but balanced supply system.

APPENDIX

The parameters of the considered system are:

Line Impedance
Load side Impedance
Ripple Filter
DC bus Capacitance (Cdc)
PI Controller gain
DC Bus Voltage
AC Voltage
AC Frequency
Maximum PWM
Frequency

Ls=0.5mH, Rs=0.in
CL=200uF, RL=33f2 - 66O
Cr=0.01uF, Rr=0.in, Lr=lmH
Cdc=200uF
KP=0.02, K,=0.01
200 V
230V
50 Hz
20 kHz
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